
When an Inspector calls
A presentation by  Martin Rafferty, Principal Health and Safety
Inspector, HSENI

"Working with employers and others, to
reduce work-related serious injury and ill

health in Northern Ireland."

Listen to Martin Rafferty, Principal Health and Safety
Inspector with HSENI, explain the organisation’s mission
statement and how they go about the business of
regulating health and safety.

Martin will explain how HSENI promote good health and
safety practice as well as their more widely perceived
enforcement role and he will give an overview of COSHH
from the HSENI perspective.

You will hear:

● Who HSENI are

● What HSENI do and services offered

● How they deliver their mission statement

● What to expect when an inspector calls

Martin will then cover

● COSHH - The importance of COSHH

● COSHH - HSENI COSHH essentials e-tool kit

● COSHH - The hierarchy of control

● Q&A

WEBINAR DETAILS

DATE:  Monday 28th June 2021

TIME:  2.30pm (finish 4.00pm)

VENUE:  Online

SPEAKER: Martin Rafferty, Principal Inspector,

COST: This webinar is FREE

PTO for further details and
booking

Webinar
28th June 2021 @ 2.30pm

 Northern I reland
Safety Group

Like all NI Safety Group meetings this meeting is

FREE
And as always everyone is welcome whether a NI Safety

Group member or not.



Martin Rafferty is a Principal
Inspector with the Health and
Safety Executive for Northern
Ireland (HSENI) and heads up the
Occupational Health and Hygiene
Group which includes HSENI’s
Scientific Services, The Mental
Well-being at Work Advisory
Service, an Occupational Health

Specialist, and Occupational Hygienists.

Prior to joining HSENI in 2013, Martin worked within
the private waste and recycling sector for 13 years
ensuring the safe processing of hazardous, non-
hazardous and inert waste.

From 2013 to 2020 Martin held the position of HSENI’s
Lead Inspector for all privately owned waste
organisations and was a member of the Extractive
Industries and Waste Group.  He regularly inspected

quarries, mines, concrete manufacturers, and waste
sites ensuring compliance with current H&S legislation
and ensuring that health and safety standards were
maintained in what can only be described as very
challenging environments.

From 2012 Martin was involved with The Waste
Industry Safety and Health (NI) Forum (WISHNI),
initially as an observer and then as a member of the
steering group. Between 2014 and 2018 Martin took
on the role of WISHNI Secretary.

In 2020 Martin was promoted to his current role of
Principal Inspector and is a Workplace Health
Leadership Group committee member.

Martin is also one of HSENI’s Explosive Specialists and
is a trained Shotfirer, Explosive Supervisor and is a
Member of the Institute of Quarrying and a Member
of the Institute of Explosive Engineers.

BOOK HERE TO ATTEND
 A web link (Zoom) will be provided on the morning of the Webinar with
instructions on how to join.

Please ensure that the email you use to register is the one that you will be
using to view the webinar.

Please do not share the webinar link (that you will receive on the morning of
the webinar) with others as their email will not be recognised and they will
not obtain access.

Martin is  happy to answer questions during a Q & A session at the end of
the webinar.

IMPORTANT - This webinar is likely to be oversubscribed. The software
automatically closes the webinar when it reaches capacity. Those unable to
gain entry (usually by signing in late) can watch the seminar as a podcast
once we have uploaded it.
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https://www.nisg.org.uk/meeting-booking?id=6847
https://www.nisg.org.uk/meeting-booking?id=6781

